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Paintings by Juan Antonio Isauri Juan Antonio Isauri, born in 1977 in Spain,is an emerging artist

specialised in oil paintings, who received his degree at the School of Fine Arts of Valencia.In 2005, he
began to paint murals and plastic art with a painter, Juan José Casas, his friend since childhood,

specialized in Video and interactive art.They created together: Bicycles, Landmarks, Elements and
Sympathy for the Soul of a Bottle.In 2008 they opened Â¡Bicycle2Â¡ an art fair dedicated to digital
art.In 2010 they won the Design Del Sol (Spain) Awards for the Bicycles exhibition that later was
exhibited in the prestigious Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in Madrid. In 2012 they

collaborated with a Spanish catalogue called: »Spanish Summer: an exhibition of digital art in art
museums«, that included his paintings inside the galleries of Madrid´s Puerta del Sol and The

Museum of Modern Art.That same year he exhibited his work in: »Galeria Orfila« in Spain, »Art@IOF«
in London and »Salvador Art Fair« in Madrid. In 2017, supported by the Fondo Nacional de Artes
Visuales (Spain) he was awarded the Galia Niva for his painting »Dancing«, part of a collection of

over fifty paintings. Nowadays, his work is exhibited in collective and solo shows both in Spain and in
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Sen. Jeff Flake gets a little irritated when he hears one of those “I love Brexit” European anti-

Americanism right-wing tropes that emanate from around here. “It’s the same fake news that I hear
about the media, like MSNBC is the enemy, and CNN is the enemy, and the U.S. government is the
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enemy, and the Republicans are the enemy,” Flake said. “I’m getting sick and tired of it.” He was in
BarleyFlake Ranch outside Tucson on Friday, to show support for a challenger to U.S. Rep. Martha

McSally, who is in a primary fight against former Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio. Flake calls it the
“second fight in Arizona,” first being the Senate race he’s mounting against McSally and retiring U.S.
Sen. John McCain. “How about that?” Flake said. “The men are leaving and the women are getting
stronger. It’s kind of scary how it’s moving here.” He pointed to the recent retirement of U.S. Rep.
Trent Franks in the heart of the Valley. Franks, a Republican, was best known for co-sponsoring the

U.S. Senate’s so-called “skinny” repeal of the Affordable Care Act. “ 6d1f23a050
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